FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

+

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING

+

5.15

10.12

Carefully dismantle wrought iron
handrail and set aside for re-use.
+

6.49

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

Remove profiled metal sheeting
along with hipped roof timber
rafters.

+

5.53

+

5.15

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING

+
FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING

+

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

+

6.49

FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

+

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING

+

5.15

Carefully remove existing masonry from
existing door opening and remove portion of
reveal to increase door opening. Provide
temporary support, and install new lintels to
Structural Engineers's specification. Reveals
to be rebuilt using retained stone and
salvaged brick.

+

12.28

2300

Carefully remove cement render, taking
care not to damage masonry. Where sound
lime plaster survives, this may be retained
subject to Conservation Architects
approval. Works to be carried out to
approved methodology, under
Conservation Architects supervision.
Carefully remove the existing blocking up
of historic window opening, taking care not
to damage reveals, lintel, brick arch or cill.
Ensure protection is in place to windows to
prevent damage to historic timber & glass.

+

10.12

EAVES LEVEL FRONT WING

- THIS DRAWING TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH SPECIFICATIONS AND ALL
OTHER CONSULTANTS DRAWING.
- ARCHITECTS TO BE INFORMED OF ANY DISCREPANCIES BEFORE WORK
PROCEEDS.
- DO NOT SCALE OFF DRAWINGS.
- THIS DRAWING IS COPYWRITTEN TO BLACKWOOD ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS

Denotes Proposed Demolition

REVISION:

RIDGE LEVEL WEST WING

Carefully remove the existing blocking up of
historic window opening, taking care not to
+
damage reveals, lintel, brick arch or cill.
Ensure protection is in place to windows to
prevent damage to historic timber & glass.

10.12

EAVES LEVEL WEST WING

Carefully remove the existing blocking up of +
historic window opening, taking care not to
damage reveals, lintel and cill.

6.49

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

Carefully remove cement render, taking care
not to masonry. Where sound lime plaster
survives, this may be retained subject to
Conservation Architects approval. Works to be
carried out to approved methodology, under
Conservation Architects supervision.

6.49

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

+

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

+

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

+

5.15

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING

+

5.15

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING

Carefully remove existing masonry to form new
opening. Provide temporary support, and install
new lintels to Structural Engineers's specification.
Reveals to be rebuilt using retained stone and
salvaged brick.

NO.: DATE:

12.28

+

4

PLEASE NOTE:

+

Remove profiled metal sheeting
along with pitched roof timber rafters.

Carefully remove the existing blocking up
of historic window opening, taking care
not to damage reveals, lintel, brick arch or
cill.

Existing South Elevation
Scale 1:100

BLACKWOOD
ASSOCIATES
ARCHITECTS

Existing East Elevation
Scale 1:100

Remove profiled metal sheeting
along with hipped roof timber rafters.

RIDGE LEVEL FRONT WING

Carefully remove existing concrete ground
floor slab taking care not to damage
historic masonry of existing structure.

3

5.15

Carefully remove concrete fragment
remaining from two storey structure,
ensuring no further damage to historic
stone walls.

Carefully remove the existing blocking up
of historic window opening, taking care not
to damage reveals, lintel, brick arch or cill.
Carefully remove re-enforced concrete skin
of former single storey extension along with
all embedded steelwork, taking care not to
damage historic stone walls.

6.49

7000

10.12

+

4700

+

2170

Remove fabricated steel security
door and fanlight.

Demolish concrete entrance steps
ensuring no damage to historic fabric.

7000

EAVES LEVEL WEST WING

Carefully remove the existing blocking up of
historic window opening, taking care not to
damage reveals, lintel, brick arch or cill.
Ensure protection is in place to windows to
prevent damage to historic timber & glass.

4240

2170

Carefully remove concrete fragment
remaining from two storey structure,
ensuring no further damage to historic
stone walls.

Remove profiled metal sheeting along
with pitched roof timber rafters.
Carefully remove cementitous Tudor
revival decorations to facade taking care
not to damage historic masonry.

10.12

EAVES LEVEL WEST WING

2

12.28

+

6410

EAVES LEVEL FRONT WING
+

FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

+

12.28

Remove profiled metal sheeting along
with hipped roof timber rafters.

Existing North Elevation
Scale 1:100

RIDGE LEVEL WEST WING

+

RIDGE LEVEL WEST WING

Carefully remove the existing blocking
up of historic window opening, taking
care not to damage reveals, lintel,
brick arch or cill.

Carefully remove existing concrete ground floor
slab taking care not to damage historic masonry
of existing structure & calp limestone wall.

6.49

12.28

Carefully remove remove rough cast
render to facade along with
cementitous Tudor revival
decorations.

4700

1

+

10.12

Carefully remove cement render, taking care not to
masonry. Where sound lime plaster survives, this may
be retained subject to Conservation Architects
approval. Works to be carried out to approved
methodology, under Conservation Architects
supervision.
Carefully remove existing masonry to form new opening.
Provide temporary support, and install new lintels to
Structural Engineers's specification. Reveals to be
rebuilt using retained stone and salvaged brick.

RIDGE LEVEL FRONT WING
+

2300

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

+

12.28

6410

EAVES LEVEL FRONT WING

+

4240

RIDGE LEVEL FRONT WING

Remove profiled metal sheeting
along with pitched roof timber
rafters.

Remove profiled metal sheeting
along with hipped roof timber
rafters.

NO.: DATE:

REVISION:

Existing stonework below cill has been heavily
altered and in poor condition. Carefully
dismantle stonework and cill. Section of wall
to be rebuilt with salvaged stone.

Existing West Elevation
Scale 1:100
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